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Abstract—Security is an inevitable part of every information
system. It is a cross-cutting concern that affects every part
of the system. There is a constant trade-off between a
secured system and convenient security management, and
this management gets more demanding when the
permissions are context dependent. The delegation of
authorization is one way to make this process more
convenient, by including and allowing multiple individuals
to contribute.
We provide a solution for combining multiple security rules
such that data owners can delegate a part of their
permissions over their data, and can validate the overall
allowed data during the security permissions design process.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The management of security in an information system
is a lengthy and tedious process, where the security
administrator should create access rules, represented as a
security policies. The main role of the security manager is
to define the permissions of the users in the system.
However, this process becomes very complex when there
is a hierarchy of numerous users with different access
levels, since the manager has to be aware of all the
peculiarities when defining the policies. In many
situations the manager is in direct control of only the toplevel users. In every system, there may be multiple
security requirements relating different users and different
contextual scenarios.
Another requirement that emerged with the wide
penetration of the mobile devices and the Internet of
Things is the contextual dependence of the security
policies. Data has become more personal, more
distributed, and hence, more vulnerable. Therefore, on one
hand, our goal is to provide context-aware, attribute-based
access control of the protected data, by using complex and
diverse policies; on the other hand, we aim at simplifying
the task of policy definition and reducing the human error
factor in protecting the data.
We achieve the first goal by taking our previous work
[1] as a starting point for context-aware attribute-based
protection of the data by combining multiple policies with
different priorities. In order to achieve our second goal,
i.e. to simplify the access-control definition, we extend the
LDA platform by proposing delegated access-control. The
security manager defines policies only for the top-level
security users and lets them delegate a subset of their
access rights to the next level of subordinate users. The
subordinate users can proceed with the same principle of
delegation. Each user with delegated rights defines new
policies that are combined with all inherited policies up to
that level. With this, the complexity of securing the system

is distributed to a larger number of users which imposes
fewer errors, better control and protection of the data.
Moreover, the approach guarantees that users cannot grant
access to data that they themselves are not allowed to
access. The possibility of potential human errors in
defining the policies is further reduced by employing the
validation tools of the LDA platform.
II. RELATED WORK
The authorization process generally enforces the
policies, which are formalized requirements.
Policy enforcement can be grouped into three main
categories:
- Permitted data filtering/annotation is storage level
protection. It is most commonly implemented using a
graph that contains the permitted data [4, 5] or by
permitted data annotation [6]. This enforcement method
introduces significant performance degradation if it is
executed on every request [2, 4].
- Query rewriting enforcement adds additional
constructs to each query that enters the system in order to
ensure that only the permitted resources can be obtained.
This approach requires complex algorithms for the
rewriting process, and thus it needs extensive correctness
and performance testing, as discussed in [2].
- Per action enforcement is the most commonly used,
due to its simplicity. It permits or denies the domain
actions. The downside of this enforcement method is that
its policies are not able to filter out the forbidden
resources.
The policy format definition is generalized in [2] as:
<Subject, Resource, Access Right>

The Subject from this tuple describes for whom this
policy will be active. The Resource is intended to describe
the resources that are protected by the policies, while the
AccessRight describes whether the policy allows or denies
for certain action.
The access rights should define whether the policy
permits or denies access to an action to interact with
resources on behalf of a requester in a given context. It is
defined as a condition expressiveness in [3], with
additional obligation value that requires something to be
executed. This paper focuses only on access control, and
the obligation is left out to be incorporated in the business
logic.
The Access Control Model is the most widely used
description for authorization systems. It can be closely
related to the previous policy formalization. The following
access control models can be find in the literature
(including their combinations): - MAC: Mandatory
Access Control [7] defines a policy for each combination

design and definition processes are not considered in this
paper.
When both permit and deny policies are available, their
definition is simpler, but conflicts may arise [3, 17, 15].
There are various ways to solve these conflicts, such as:
default behavior [19, 17], meta-policies [11], priorities
[20], and detection and prevention [14, 4].
The main challenge in each system that needs to be
secured is the trade-off between the protection and the
maintenance convenience. The policy management
process requires a flexibility to protect an arbitrary part of
the data, for every particular user or group of users in a
specific context. Furthermore, the policies are managed by
human beings, and as such, are prone to errors and
mistakes. Therefore, a secure policy management system
should provide design-time security rules validation. All
these issues are addressed in our previous work [1].
However, this work does not provide a convenient
delegation of access rights. There are systems that allow
access rights delegation [2, 3], but they are focused on
delegating access based on user roles, which is not as
flexible as using the attributes.

Figure 1. The LDA platform architecture

of subject and resource. The policies are stored and
managed by central authorities. In the context of semantic
web authorization, the approaches presented in [10, 11]
can be categorized as MAC.
- DAC: Discretionary Access Control [8] enables
policy delegation, and they are stored and managed in a
distributed manner.
- RBAC: Role Based Access Control [9] introduces
user grouping into roles [5, 2], which significantly
simplifies the policy management, through the reduction
of the number of policies.
- ABAC: Attribute Based Access Control [12] is
another model that focuses on the requester specification
and provides more flexibility through dynamic grouping
of the requesters using their attributes [13, 14, 15]. This
model is suitable in the scenarios where dynamic
separation of duty is required.
- VBAC: View Based Access Control [16] model
groups the resources into views, and authorizes the
requesters based on these groups [5, 15, 4, 17]. Similar to
RBAC, it simplifies the policy management through the
reduction of the number of policies.
- CBAC: Context Based Access Control [18] model
enables contextual policy definition [14, 15, 19, 6].
The correctness of semantic authorization systems is
analyzed in [2], where the query rewriting implementation
correctness is tested against a permitted data annotation
approach. However, the possible errors in the policy

III. LINKED DATA AUTHORIZATION (LDA) PLATFORM
In this paper we are extending our previous work [1] by
allowing policy combination such that the users can
delegate rights for their data to other entities. The
architecture of the platform is shown in Figure 1. The goal
of the platform is to ensure the security requirements
defined as policies against the Guarded Data. This
platform accepts the user requests that hold the
information about who the requester is, from which
context it is accessing the platform and the action it is
intending to perform. This request is first intercepted by
the Intent Provider component, which authenticates the
user based on the provided information in the request and
builds a semantic representation of the request referred to
as Intent.
The policy Enforcement Module provides the
machinery that ensures the appropriate data protection. It
first combines the configured security policies relevant for
the current Intent, and then filters only the data allowed in
that given scenario. The results are then handled to the
Result Interpreter component, which serializes the results
in the requested format.
The Policy Management Module is the administrative
part of the system that allows the security officers to
specify the policies. During the policy design time, this
module provides evaluation of the data being protected by
each policy and presents the relevant Intents for which the
policy will be activated. It also enables detection of
potential conflicts among the defined policies, as well as
detection whether a portion of the data is not protected.
Figure 3 shows the policy administration interface that
also allows design-time validation of the allowed data for
the policy for different Intents.
In this work we also defined a policy language that
extends the SPARQL query language with constructs that
describe whether a data portion is allowed or denied for a
certain Intent. The term Intent is used to represent the
condition against the requester and its context. An
example policy that describes the ability of our policy
language to provide a contextual protection with respect to
the user attributes, is shown in Figure 2. This policy
corresponds to the following security requirement:

ALLOW READ { ?s ?p ?o ?g }
WHERE {
GRAPH <http://intent> {
?r a int:Requester.
?ag a int:Agent; int:address ?ip.
?ip int:network ?n
}
?r sm:works at ?v8.
?v8 sm:network address ?n.
?v9 sm:has doctor ?r; sm:for patient ?v11.
?v10 sm:owner ?v11.
GRAPH ?g {
?s sm:sensor ?v10; ?p ?o
}
} PRIORITY 7
Figure 2. Example Policy

The doctors can read all sensor observations of their
patients, but only from their hospital network.
The ability to model this requirement shows that this
policy language is able to link the requester with its
context and the data that is being protected in the same
policy, which significantly improves the administration
effort. The graph <http://intent> shown in this policy is the
semantic representation of the user Intent injected as a
temporal graph during the enforcement of the policies for
each request.
IV. DELEGATING THE AUTHORIZATION
The main extension in this paper is in the Policy
Management Module. Here, we allow each user to define
a policy that delegates the access of its allowed data to
other users, using the standard interface and policy syntax.
However, in this scenario, some user may give access to
data that is not allowed for him/her. In order to prevent
this scenario, each policy is stored by removing the data
that is not allowed for the given user.
We are going to explain the policy modification using
an example, where the data owner has gained access to the
data Down obtained with the query qown from the guarded
data Dall. The query parts that are discussed here are the
one that describe the protected data, i.e. the WHERE block
from the policy without the GRAPH <http://intent> block
element. Let this user create a policy that protects the data
Dd with the query qd for the intents that are suitable for the
query id. In this scenario, the resulting policy should
protect the data Dd that intersects with Down. Since the
SPARQL syntax does not support the intersection
operation, we are using the following set transformation
which can be implemented with SPARQL operators:
Dd ∩ Down ⇔ Dd \ (Dall \ Down)
The right-side expression can be implemented with the
following SPARQL construction:
… WHERE {
qd MINUS {
qall MINUS { qown }
}
}
where the qall query selects all the data from the dataset
using the pattern ?s ?p ?o.

Figure 3. Example Policy

The Policy Management Module transforms each
policy that delegates access such that it has the following
WHERE block:
… WHERE {
id .
qd
MINUS {
qall MINUS { qown }
}
}…
This transformation allows the Enforcement Module to
operate without modification, and when a certain intent
activates the policy (satisfies the query id), it will
allow/deny the data Dd ∩ Down. In this case, the portion of
the data Down will be constructed with respect to the
current intent, which will preserve the context awareness
of the authentication process. If one of the policies that
construct Down is not suitable for the given intent, it will
return an empty set of triples, and therefore it will not
influence the final result. The Enforcement Module uses
the id part of the delegated policy for optimization, where
it filters only the applicable policies for the intent in
advance, and then activates and combines only the ones
that are suitable in the given context.

V.

DISCUSSION
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